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Abstract-In this paper we discuss techniques for representing and organizing knowledge that enable 
a planning system to work effectively in large and realistic task domains. We consider the following 
engineering issues: (i) generating and manipulating large and complex plans; (ii) managing large and 
complex knowledge bases: and (iii) operating with an incomplete knowledge base and/or world model. 
A theme reflected throughout the paper is the policy of developing common representations useful 
in many modules of the planning system. We believe these representations will be useful in other artificial 
intelligence systems with similar demands on knowledge and reasoning skills. We present uniform 
representations for (i) descriptions of objects and actions, including partial and indefinite descriptions, 
(ii) world knowledge of task domains, (iii) a trace of the planning process that includes alternative 
solutions, and (iv) an organizational mechanism for both the world knowledge as well as the knowledge 
gathered during the planning process (e.g. the constraints among the objects and actions contained in a 
plan solution). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this introductory section we briefly discuss plan formation within the field of artificial 
intelligence. We present the context, motivations, concerns, and scope of our research in the 
area of planning. We then state the focus of this paper and give a brief road map of the sections 
to follow. 
1.1 Plan formation in At 
The problem of plan formation is central to the endeavor of artificial intelligence. Early 
work on planning in AI centered on planning physical motion sequences for robot arms and 
robots with locomotion[ 1,2]. More recently, applications to project planning for construction 
tasks[3], route planning in dynamic environments[4], and air traffic control[5] have been at- 
tempted, placing greater demands on the planning system. These attempts have resulted in 
system architectures exhibiting a closer integration of planning, plan execution, execution 
monitoring, and replanning subsystems. Most recently, there has been a surge of interest in 
planning utterances in natural language dialog systems[6]. Several problems that involve com- 
prehending and understanding a person’s actions and utterances (as in CA1 or interactive help 
systems) have been studied. These studies[7-91 reveal the immense usefulness of a theory of 
planning and plan structures in building cooperative interactive systems. 
Despite the importance of planning,3 the field has still not developed a unified plan 
generation framework that can be customized to realistic domains-be it planning of machining 
steps in a varied manufacturing process, routing and scheduling for merchandising, or planning 
corporate transactions to attain stated objectives. The state of the art is such that each new 
application requires specialized problem formulation, representation design, and design of plan- 
ning procedures and heuristics. The task-specific activities often eclipse the realization of a 
general framework. A scan of the literature reveals a collection of specific problem-solving 
attempts for specific domains[lO-121 and a few explorations of general techniques[ 131. There 
still remains a need for developing an interactive, general, planning facility that can be cus- 
tomized for different tasks by incorporating task-specific planning methods and task knowledge. 
How a variety of different strategies may be combined into one is still a research question. 
*This research was supported in part by the Division of Research Resources, National Institute of Health, Public 
Health Service, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, under Grant 5 P41 RR00643 to the Special Research 
Resource: Computers in Biomedicine at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903, U.S.A. 
Xurrent address: BBN Laboratories, Artificial Intelligence Department, 10 Moulton Street, Cambridge MA 02238, 
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1.2 Context and scope of our research 
In our research in the area of planning, we have been concerned with psychological as 
well as engineering issues. Our psychological concern arose in the context of plan recogni- 
tion[l4]. Plan recognition is the task of arriving at an hypothesis about an actor’s plan from 
observations, i.e. descriptions of actions performed by the actor. Plan recognition proceeds by 
a process we have characterized as “hypothesize and revise.” The process of forming an initial 
hypothesis and subsequent revisions to this hypothesis bears a close relationship to the process 
of plan generation, execution monitoring, and plan repair. Our engineering concern centers on 
the issue of how an interactive planning system should be organized to work effectively in large 
and realistic task domains[ 1.51. We have considered three aspects of this issue: (i) generating 
and manipulating large and complex plans; (ii) managing large and complex knowledge bases; 
and (iii) operating with an incomplete knowledge base and/or world model. 
We have found that our psychological and engineering concerns are compatible and motivate 
some of the same design criteria. From our psychological studies we have gained an under- 
standing of how the human information-processing system plans. Humans are effective planners 
in the presence of sparse and unreliable information, and are able to do this under limitations 
of processing resources. Plans that humans develop contain a level of detail appropriate to the 
situation. An automated planner needs these same qualities of robustness to handle realistic 
task domains. Giving the user of the system the capability to guide the planning process is a 
valuable aid both in the development of a complex planning system and in the application of 
the system to complex domains. From a human engineering viewpoint, user interaction is 
improved if the system’s style of planning is similar to that of humans. Planning incrementally 
by refinement and the ability to revise a plan are important design criteria for both concerns. 
If conditions in the planning environment are altered, then the plan has to be evaluated to 
determine what, if any, revisions are necessary. The revision process requires knowledge of 
the decisions taken and the assumptions made during the plan generation. This same knowledge 
is also needed to enable the system to explain or summarize a plan and justify its decisions. 
With these considerations in mind, we have been studying plan generation in everyday 
settings involving commonsense world knowledge about objects and actions. Three examples 
that receive treatment in this paper include getting lights back on when lights go out, getting 
a drink of cold water in a kitchen, and hanging a painting on a bedroom wall.? We have 
implemented an interactive planning system, PLANXlO-D, consisting of the following mod- 
ules: execution monitor, plan summarizer, plan reviser, plan generator, plan critics, and action 
simulator, along with an interactive user interface. Section 5 presents an overview of PLANXlO- 
D. The details of the plan generator module of PLANXIO-D are reported in [161. For a history 
of our research in plan generation see [ 171. 
1.3 Related research 
From an engineering point of view, several research efforts have developed techniques 
and facilities that directly address or indirectly bear on aspects of effective planning in large 
and realistic task domains. We mention some of the recent approaches to (a) generating and 
manipulating large and complex plans; (b) managing large and complex knowledge bases; (c) 
operating with an incomplete world model and/or knowledge base. 
Approaches for dealing with large and complex plans include (i) use of abstraction spaces 
in planning[2,18-201; (ii) use of plans with actions only partially ordered over time[21]; (iii) 
incremental planning and plan repair[5,18,20,22-241; (iv) consideration of alternative plans[25,18]; 
(v) opportunistic planning[26]; (vi) distributed planning[5,27-291; (vii) use of explicit resource- 
declarations with actions[ 181; (viii) accounting for preparatory and cleanup actions[ 181; and (ix) 
the postponement of parameter selection for actions until appropriate constraints have been 
developed[ll,l2,18]. 
Approaches for managing large and complex knowledge bases include (i) using a distributed 
system of multiple knowledge sources and resource-limited information retrieval[30]; and (ii) 
enrichment of the language of interaction with the knowledge base(311. 
tAs explained in Section 4, we chose our examples for the complexity of their plan structure as well as for the 
variety of the planning knowledge, their incompleteness, and their errorfulness. The sizes of plans we exhibit in these 
examples are not large, but the intricacy of the reasoning involved in developing the plans should drive home the main 
points we wish to make about the representation and organization of knowledge. 
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One approach for coping with missing knowledge is to allow assistance from an interactive 
user[ IS]. A central issue to working with incomplete knowledge involves the use of partial 
descriptions and object descriptions that have no current referent in the world model-i.e. 
phantom objects[l1,12,18,25]. 
1.4 Focus and outline 
The presence of a number of planning modules that need to communicate effectively and 
efficiently with each other requires that more of the diverse types of decisions made during the 
planning process be made explicit and cast in a uniform representation. The interactive planning 
system requires the ability to communicate plans to the user in summary form. Thus, the focus 
of this paper is on the representation and organization of knowledge that enables a planning 
system to work effectively in large and realistic task domains. We include a small example of 
plan generation (see Appendix 1). We believe that the design will enable us to scale up to carry 
out a large application. This report marks the beginning of our concern with this important 
engineering question. A theme reflected throughout he paper is the policy of developing common 
representations useful in many modules of the planning system. We believe these representations 
will be useful in other AI systems with similar demands on knowledge and reasoning skills. 
In the following sections we first discuss the types of background world knowledge needed 
to carry out commensense planning (Section 2) and the difficulties introduced by planning in 
realistic task domains (Section 2.1). Next we present formalisms for representing this world 
knowledge (Section 3). In Section 4 we mention the difficulties of managing large, complex 
plans that arise in realistic task domains, and we illustrate one approach to dealing with this 
complexity. PLANXlO-D is overviewed in Section 5, and then we discuss plan constraints, 
their evaluation, and issues of representation (Section 6). We introduce a uniform mechanism 
for structured knowledge, DSpaces, in Section 7, and then illustrate how it is used to organize 
both the world knowledge (Section 7.3) as well as the knowledge gathered during the planning 
process, e.g. the constraints among the objects and actions contained in a plan solution (Section 
7.4). In the concluding section we summarize PLANX 10-D and our contributions. Also included 
in this paper are two appendices. The first is an example solution, generated by PLANXlO-D, 
to the goal of hanging a painting on a bedroom wall; the second illustrates part of the plan 
representation for the same planning problem. 
2. WORLD KNOWLEDGE FOR COMMONSENSE PLANNING 
The environment for the planner consists of a description of an initial situation and a set 
of operators for transforming one situation into another. A task in the environment is specified 
for the planner by a goal statement. The planner attempts to produce a plan of action that would 
transform the initial situation into one in which the goal statement is true. More general goals 
might contain conditions to maintain or prevent in addition to conditions to achieve. The planner 
uses world knowledge broadly classifiable into action knowledge and object knowledge. Action 
knowledge usually associates with each named operator its parameters, preconditions, outcomes, 
and a goal designation. Object knowledge usually specifies allowable attributes of objects and 
their structure and relations among objects. The planner’s knowledge of the specific situation 
at hand contains identification of objects relevant to the situation, the type of objects they are, 
their attributes, and relationships they bear to other objects in the situation. This specific and 
changing knowledge we refer to as the world model. 
A plan imposes a functional point of view over objects, places and actions, rendering the 
names of such objects, places, and actions to be of little importance. What is important is the 
role that the object or place plays within the plan. For example, an object is needed to cut 
another object, or an object is needed to contain a liquid object, a place is needed on which to 
cut an object, and so on. In this way a plan provides expectations concerning the properties 
that the objects entering into the plan will satisfy. However, we rarely infer the functional 
characteristics of objects from their observable characteristics. In fact, many of these functional 
characteristics are not readily inferable by visual inspection. Rather, we are taught that some 
objects are edible and others are not; some objects make good containers for liquids and others 
are ill-suited as containers. This is, of course, what is commonly referred to as “world knowl- 
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edge.” Aside from such generic knowledge about objects and places, our world knowledge 
also includes more specific knowledge about the normal or typical aspects of objects or places, 
about the norms that specify how objects or places should be, and values that specify desirable 
aspects of objects and places. In Section 3.2 we describe how these different types of knowledge, 
both object knowledge and action knowledge are encoded in PLANXlO-D. 
2.1 Realistic task domains 
Realistic task domains require diverse types of knowledge in large amounts. There is a 
need to ensure that increased knowledge is not a liability to the planning process. In realistic 
task domains we cannot make the usual assumptions about “correctness” and “completeness” 
of knowledge presented to the program. We table the issue of correctness of the knowledge 
base, for now, and elaborate on the consequences of having incomplete knowledge. There are 
two aspects to the incompleteness: incompleteness in the specification of the problem, and 
incompleteness in the action knowledge. The discussion can be simplified if we assume that 
the statement of the goal to achieve/prevent/maintain is clear and complete, but that it is difficult 
for us to provide a complete description of the initial situation that includes all relevant infor- 
mation. Even if such completeness is possible in principle, to insure it in large scale situations 
would be tedious and thus error-prone. Consequently, planning algorithms must be designed 
to make appropriate and needed default assumptions about the initial situation by appealing to 
general knowledge. These assumptions should be explicit, so that they can be evaluated as part 
of selecting the solution from candidates. The use of default reasoning then leads us to formulate 
explicit annotations to be made of key planning decisions. 
3. REPRESENTING WORLD KNOWLEDGE 
In this section we present a uniform representation for descriptions of objects and actions, 
including partial and indefinite descriptions. Then we show how the world knowledge of task 
domains is represented as rules expressed in the description language; we also show how the 
rules are accessed during planning. 
3.1 Definite and indefinite descriptions 
With respect to a world model, a description can be classified along the following two 
independent dimensions: (i) partial versus complete, and (ii) definite versus indefinite. A de- 
scription is most often partial for it includes only a subset of all the object’s attributes and all 
the existing relations between it and other objects. Tightly circumscribed domains may allow 
complete descriptions to be used by listing a finite set of all relevant attributes and relations. 
Descriptions are often constructed by naming an object and listing its attributes and its 
relation to other named objects. Attributes such as color and shape may be discrete valued, 
whereas attributes such as volume and orientation may be numeric valued. A description can 
be as simple as “T-l is a table,” or it can be arbitrarily complex: e.g. “Fl is a figure made 
of triangles Tl , T2, T3, . . . , T893, where Tl is an equilateral triangle with sides 3 inches 
long, and its base is oriented at 22 degrees clockwise from the horizontal; . . .” Such de- 
scriptions are said to be definite with respect to a world model, because the identity of the 
object being described is included in the description. In other words, a definite description 
includes a pointer to the specific object in the world model being described. 
Indefinite descriptions (such as “a triangle with unequal sides with one side vertical”) 
have no reference (or pointer) to a specific object in the world model. We have identified three 
sources of indefinite descriptions which arise during problem solving process: 
l need to refer to objects and actions that are yet unrealized (even in a complete world 
model); 
l the incompleteness of the world model; 
l the need for the planner to postpone choices by expressing constraints on the selection 
of objects and the sequencing of actions. 
[Section 6 discusses this third issue.] With respect to a world model, a description may at 
times have no referent, may have a unique referent, or may have a very large number of 
referents. If there is a large number of referents, a reasoning system may be better designed if 
it avoids computing or storing the referents, thereby treating it as an indefinite reference. 
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desform : : = (description bindings-list) 
description : : = (class root [rspec .I) 
class : : = Class-Name 1 class-conjunct 
class-conjunct : : = (Class-Name .) 
root : : = Variable 1 Constant 
rspec : : = (relation target .) 
target : : = Constant 1 description 
bindings-list : : = (binding .) 1 NIL 
binding : : = (Variable-Value .) 
Fig. I, BNF definition of “DescForm.” 
Various indexing methods and retrieval schemes are known for interrelated sets of definite 
descriptions. Often this involves indexing on the names of the objects, attributes, and relations 
occurring in the description. Recently, Hillis[32] has even proposed a hardware design for such 
an indexed memory organization. However, insufficient attention has been given to the rep- 
resentation and management of indefinite descriptions. Our description formalism, DescForm. 
for representing knowledge about objects and actions is defined in Fig. 1. This formalism can 
represent both partial and indefinite descriptions. 
A description form contains a description that mentions variables and a bindings list, 
mapping variables to sets of potential values. A description describes some object (or action) 
denoted by a variable (or a constant) called the root, which is a member of a class. For example, 
(PERSON P (INHAND (CONTAINER c))) has the root variable P, which is a member of the class 
PERSON. This object is further specified by a set of relational restrictions; in this example, the 
person is required to be related to container c by the relation INHAND. When several restrictions 
are given, the object must satisfy all of them. The object (and action) classes form a partially 
ordered hierarchy based on the relation A Kind of(AKO); see Fig. 2 for an example of an object 
hierarchy. 
The bindings list contains bindings (if any) for the variables in the description. The bindings 
list ((P LUKE)) in the DescForm [(PERSON P (INHAND (CONTAINER c))) ((P LL’KE))] specifies a 
binding from the world model for the root variable of the description. The DescForm translates 
as person Luke has some container in hand. A DescForm with an unbound root variable 
represents an indefinite object. For example, [(BOX B (CONTAINS (SCREWDRIVER s (TYPE PHIL- 
LIPS))) (BOX-TYPE TOOL)). ((s SCREWDRIVER-~))] represents an unspecified tool box which 
contains a particular screwdriver. In the planning process, if a variable is bound to more than 
one value in the bindings list, the members of the set of values are considered as alternative 
candidates for object selection. For example, in [(PERSON P (INHAND (CONTAINER c))) (P 
LUKE)(C cup-4 GLASS-~ GLASS-~))], the container could be the particular cup or one of the two 
particular glasses (in the world model). 
3.2 World knowledge as rules 
All knowledge used by the plan generator is in the form of rule sets, each with rules of a 
uniform declarative format. Each rule set contains a different type of knowledge. Some of these 
MOVABCE-OBJ CONTAINER PLACE 
\ i\ 
PERSON SUPPORT WAER WINE 
\ 
GLASS BOTTLE SINK CXIUNTER 
Fig. 2. Example AK0 (A Kind Of) Hierarchy. 
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rule sets (used in the plan generator module) are Preconditions, Outcomes, Act-Select, Act- 
Customize, Normally-False, Normally-True. Figure 3 describes the type of knowledge contained 
in each of these rule sets (i.e. how the rule set is used by the planner) and illustrates an example 
rule with an English translation from each of the rule sets. Similar rule sets are defined for the 
critics, the summarizer, and other modules. The uniform declarative format of rules permits a 
uniform method for accessing the knowledge and for creating annotations of options considered 
and decisions made. The planning operators that use these rule sets are described in Section 
5.1, and the use of rules in annotating the planning trace is illustrated in Section 5.2. 
To retrieve knowledge from a rule set, the planning system submits a rule query. A rule 
query consists of an invoking DescForm along with the name of the rule set. A rule has three 
parts: 
1. The first part is the applicability test (AT), which is a description that gets matched 
against the invoking DescForm. This serves to index the rule. 
2. The second part is the world model test (WMT), which is a (possibly empty) list of 
descriptions that must all be true in the world model. This determines if the rule is appropriate 
in the current situation, and it also determines the references to objects in the world model. 
3. The third part is the retrieved knowledge (RK), which is a description or any other data 
structure. The answer to the query consists of both the retrieved knowledge and the list of 
references (i.e. the bindings list) resulting from the two tests. 
Let us consider an example rule query. The invoking DescForm is the goal [(OBJECT J 
(AC~ESSIBLE(~ERSON T))) ((J GLASS-~ GLASS-~) (TTOM))], which is the goal of making either 
GLASS-2 or GLASS-~ accessible to Tom. The rule set in the query is Act-Select, which means 
that we want to retrieve an action that will achieve the above goal. In the world model both 
GLASS-~ and GLASS-~ are located within CABINET-~. The Act-Select rule ((OBJECT M (ACCESSIBLE 
(PERSON P))) ((OBJECT M (WITHIN (CONTAINER c)))) (OPEN x (OF (CONTAINER c)) (AGENT 
(PERSON P)))) (from Fig. 3) is considered because its applicability test (OBJECT M (ACCESSIBLE 
Note: The format of the following examples is: (I) the name of the rule set; (2) a description of how the 
rule set is used; (3) the three part rule, consisting of: (a) the applicability test-AT. (b) the world model 
test-WMT, and (c) the retrieved knowledge-RK; and (4) an English translation of the rule. 
Precondition: [Given an act. retrieve its preconditions.] 
AT: (~0uR x (AGENT (PERSON P)) (FROM (CONTAINER c))) 
WMT: NIL 
RK: (PERSON p (INHAND (CONTAINER c))) 
In order for a person to powfrom a container, slhe must hove it in hand. 
Outcome: [Given an act, retrieve its outcomes.] 
AT: (OPEN ~(A~~ENT (PERSON P)) (OF (CONTAINER c))) 
wMT: ((CONTAINER c (CONTAINS (OBJECT 0)))) 
RK: (OBJECT 0 (ACCESSIBLE (PERSON p))) 
When a person opens (1 container, (my object within it becomes accessible to him/her 
Act-Select: [Given a goal, retrieve the acts which achieve it.] 
AT: (OBJECT h4 (ACCESSIBLE (PERSON P))) 
WMT: ((OBJECT M (WITHIN (CONTAINER c)))) 
RK: (OPEN x (OF (CONTAINER c)) (AGENT (PERSON P))) 
To gain access to an object that is within a container, open the container 
Act-Customize: [Given an act, retrieve possible act refinements.] 
AT: (POUR x (INTO (GLASS c)) (OF WATER)) 
WMT: ((BOTTLE B (TYPE WATER-BOTTLE))) 
RK: (POUR x (FROM (BOTTLE B))) 
One recommended way to pour water into a glass, if a water bottle is uvailable, is to pour from a water bottle 
Normally-True: [Given an object description, determine if it is normally true.] 
AT: (GLASS G (CLEAN YES)) 
WMT: ((GLASS G (WITHIN (CONTAINER c (TYPE CABINET))))) 
RK: T 
It is normally true that a glass is clean ij it is in a cabinet. 
Normally-False: [Given an object description determine if it is normally false.] 
AT: (CONTAINER B (EMPTY YES)) 
WMT: ((CONTAINER B (WITHIN (CONTAINER R (TYPE REFRIGERATOR))))) 
RK: F 
It is normally-false that a container is empty if it is in o refrigerator. 
Fig. 3. Examples of rules 
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(PERSON P))) structurally matches the invoking description (OBJECT J (ACCESSIBLE (PERSON T))). 
The result of this structural match is the bindings list ((M GLASS-~ GLASS-~) (P TOM)). 
The world model test (OBJECT M (WITHIN (CONTAINER c))) along with the bindings list ((M 
GLASS-2 GLASS-3)) is satisfied when C is bound to CABINET-2. Hence, the answer to the 
rule query is the action DescForm [(OPEN x (OF (CONTAINER c)) (AGENT (PERSON P))) ((c 
CABINET-2) (P TOM))]. 
4. MANAGING LARGE, COMPLEX PLANS 
A complex task may involve the construction of plans consisting of a large number of 
actions and may have a complex structure to the solution. Typically, current plan generators 
formulate plans consisting of 3 to 20 actions. Large tasks may require plans that include 10 to 
200 actions. The book Principles of Artificial Intelligence[33] offers many useful engineering 
ideas for coping with this kind of search complexity. Rather than focus on search, our study 
has concentrated on the structural complexity of commonsense plans. We have decomposed a 
plan into three structural parts: the familiar goal-directed component, a preparatory component 
and a normative actions component. Each component includes statements of goals to achieve 
as well as goals to maintain. 
Consider the example in Fig. 4. The primary component contains a goal and a set of 
subgoals forming a partial order. The final action will have as its goal the goal of the entire 
plan: e.g. “lights are shining.” The goal-directed actions require visibility of the local area as 
a precondition, and the preparation plan achieves this by lighting a candle and then adding other 
actions to maintain this visibility, i.e. by carrying the candle to the basement. Note that the 
( mlnGc& LigntsarestWng. 
I 
preDarat.lon c0cKlltlon 
Room 1s visible. 
~~tlons wt WM 
Fred in llvlng-room. 
Llgnts are not stilnlrg. 
Fred has access to Candle. 
- \ 
on Plan 
Reach for match book. 
I Take ma-. I 
Llgtlt mat&l. 
Light candle. LLd ti&u?s 
,to-t. 
Approacn fusebox 
open- 
I Flip circuit-bre~er. 
1 1 1 aa2febes , 
Puff match. Close fusebox. 
Puff candle. 
ill 
Go to Ilvlng-room. 
Carry back candle. 
I.-l 
Fig. 4. Components of an example commonsense plan. 
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preparation condition is not a subgoal for any plan unit in the primary plan, but is a condition 
that needs to be achieved and maintained throughout. The normative component includes actions 
that do not contribute to the main goal; rather, these actions arise from consideration of the 
norms (e.g. returning objects to their proper place and returning objects to their normal state) 
and conventions governing the setting (e.g. concerning safety and economy). 
We have rejected the design option of extending each action with preparation conditions 
and normative rules (as in [34]) in favor of viewing the whole plan as being dissected into 
components. By adopting this strategy we seek to reduce the structural complexity of the overall 
plan and to control the complexity of the reasoning processes involved in planning. In the 
example plan the same preparation condition, visibility, is needed for every action in the goal- 
directed component. It is more economical to let this condition be planned just once. If actions 
in the goal-directed component (e.g. going to the basement) falsify the preparation condition, 
actions may be added to maintain it (e.g. take the candle). Further, in a planning situation 
where the construction of the goal-directed component requires backtracking search, our design 
strategy pays off. The preparation actions are not involved during this stage; thus, search is 
simplified. Note that the actions in the normative component are only weakly temporally 
constrained in relation to the actions in the main parts of the plan. 
5. THE PLANXlO-D SYSTEM 
In this section we first illustrate the modular structure of PLANXIO-D and present an 
overview of its operation, concentrating mainly on the plan generation module. We then briefly 
discuss the planning operators and the annotated plan tree that they generate. 
PLANXlO-D is an interactive planning system consisting of the following modules (see 
Fig. 5): plan generator, plan summarizer, plan critics, plan reviser, action simulator, and 
execution monitor, along with an interactive user interface. 
KNOWLEDGE STRucTuRE 
BUILT WRING PLANNING 
o%t Action 
Dspaces Dspaces 
WM Plan 
TIW TlZl3 
BAcKGRoum 
WORLD KNOWLEDGE 
w=t Acticil 
WK WK 
Fig. 5. Overview of PLANXIO-D. 
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The set of alternative, partially developed solutions is maintained as a plan structure (i.e. 
the plan tree) made of a set of nodes. Each node is typed as a goal-node, act-node, or action- 
node? (see Fig. 6). A collection of node operators is defined for a general planning environment 
(see Section 5.1). The construction and modification of the plan structure is carried out by 
selecting repeatedly a node in the structure, selecting a node operator (from the set of operators 
applicable to the node’s type), and applying the node operator to the node. 
Plan critics are provided to evaluate “global” aspects of the node tree. The critics are 
applied to subtrees, to perform evaluations, and to detect various types of conflicts between 
portions of a plan. The critics are used for such decision tasks as attention focusing (i.e. 
determining the “best” nodes for expansion and selecting the node operator), managing 
resource allocation, and determining the temporal ordering of the actions within a solution plan. 
Attention focusing can also be done interactively by the user. To be effective in obtaining 
guidance from the user, PLANXlO-D informs the user of its activity by calling on the plan 
summarizer. An explicit plan structure aids in making the plan summarizer a separate module 
of the planning system. Another advantage gained by using node operators working on an 
explicit plan structure is increased support for the plan revision process. The same set of node 
operators is used by both the plan generator and the plan reviser. The annotations supply the 
necessary information about the planning decisions and the interdependencies among them to 
aid the plan reviser in focusing on the part of the plan to modify and in determining the 
ramifications (if any) of a local modification on the rest of the plan. 
5.1 Planning operators 
The planning operators (see Fig. 7) connect new nodes to the parent node and add appro- 
priate annotations. CUSTOMIZE-GOAL specializes a GoalNode producing a disjunctive set 
of GoalNodes. Each GoalNode represents an alternative refinement of the parent goal with 
respect to knowledge of objects, places, and the current situation. EXPAND-GOAL splits a 
conjunctive goal into a conjunctive set of simpler goals. SELECT-ACT creates a disjunctive 
set of ActNodes. These represent alternative actions for achieving a given goal. CUSTOMIZE- 
ACT specializes an ActNode creating a disjunctive set of ActNodes. Each ActNode represents 
an alternative refinement of the parent ActNode with respect to knowledge of objects, places, 
and the current situation. For example, the act “drinking a hot tea from a container” could be 
customized to “drinking hot tea from a teacup”; whereas, the act “drinking ice tea from a 
container” could be customized to “drinking ice tea from a tall glass.” CREATE-ACTION 
determines the preconditions and outcomes, given a particular action specification (ActNode). 
VERIFY-PRECONDITIONS determines the status (true, false, unknown) of preconditions with 
respect to a particular situation (i.e. world model state). This process may draw conclusions 
Aem cl CREATE-ACTION 
CUSTOMIZE-ACT VERIFY-PRECONDITIONS 
Fig. 6. Tree node classes and node operators. 
tAn action-node differs from an act-node because it includes specification of the preconditions and outcomes. 
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NODE-OPERATOR : Domain - Range 
CUSTOMIZE-GOAL : GoalNode - GoalNode 
EXPAND-GOAL : GoalNode - GoalNode 
SELECT-ACT : GoalNode - ActNode 
CUSTOMIZE-ACT : ActNode - ActNode 
CREATE-ACTION : ActNode - ActionNode 
VERIFY-PRECONDITIONS : ActionNode - ActionNode 
CREATE-SUBGOAL : ActionNode --+ GoalNode 
SIMULATE-ACTION : ActionNode 
SIMULATE-ACTION does not create any Nodes; it adds annotation to the ActionNode to which it is applied 
Fig. 7. Node operator mappings 
that are based on assumptions about the situation (e.g. based on the Normally-True or Normally- 
False rules). SIMULATE-ACTION invokes the action simulator to extend the world model 
state history (i.e. the WM tree in Fig. 5) to reflect the outcomes and side effects of the action 
simulated. The operator also annotates the ActionNode, to which it is applied, indicating the 
world model state in which the simulation was carried out and the world model state that resulted 
from the simulation (see Fig. 8). 
5.2 Annotations 
We have designed a plan structure (implemented as a tree of nodes) that contains, in 
addition to the set of partially developed solutions, an explicit annotated trace of the problem- 
solving activity of the planner. Thus, full-state information of the planning process is saved. 
Each path pursued in the search space will be saved, regardless of whether it was a solution 
path, a failed path, or an incomplete path. Saving all paths avoids duplication of effort by the 
plan reviser. Instead of regenerating alternative paths, the plan reviser can reevaluate existing 
paths with respect to the new situation. The alternative paths are stored economically with 
shared substructures. The two main types of annotations in the plan structure are (i) explanation 
of a planning operation (choices and decision), and (ii) support for the precondition of an action 
(default assumption or true in the world model). 
Planning decisions and operations are provided task-specific planning knowledge by means 
of the rule sets. Thus, the first type of annotation consists of a pointer to the rule used to carry 
out the decision or action. As each node operator is applied, an annotation of its activity is 
constructed and saved with the node. The structure of the annotation trace reflects the goal- 
subgoal structure to the plan as well as the hierarchical dependencies among the planning 
ActionNode ACTIONNODE-IO 
DescForm (OPEN x (OF (CONTAINER c)) (AGENT (PERSON P))) 
((X OPEN-l) (C CABINETI) (P LUKE)) 
Outcome 
DescForm (CONTAINER c (OPEN YES)) 
((C CABINETI)) 
Precondition 
DescForm (CONTAINER c (CLOSED YES)) 
((C CABINETI)) 
Type TRUE 
support 
State SI 
Source NORMALLY-TRUE 
Simulation Sl - s2 
Condition SUCCESS 
Merit 5 
Parent ACTIONNODE- 
OrLink 
AndLink GOALNODE- 1 I 
CreatedBy VERIFY-PRECONDITIONS 
LastOperator SIMULATE-ACTION 
The action represented in this ActionNode is that of “Luke opening cabinet- I “, with the precondition “cabinet- 
I is closed” and the outcome “cabinet-l is open.” The precondition has been verified as being true in state 
Sl based on a rule from the Normally-True rule set (because it is unknown in state SI, whether cabinet-l is 
open or closed). This action was simulated in state S I, producing state S2. The OrLink-AndLink slot describes 
the children nodes of this Action Node. Its condition is SUCCESS because its precondition is TRUE. Merit is 
used to determine on which node to focus attention. 
Fig. 8. Example of an ActionNode. 
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options, decisions, and assumptions. This annotation allows the system to explain or justify its 
planning actions to a user. If the planning environment has changed since the rule was applied, 
the system uses annotations to reevaluate planning decisions. 
With respect to the world model, a precondition can have a truth value of FALSE, TRUE, 
or UNKNOWN. If the truth value is UNKNOWN, then the normalcy rules are used to determine 
whether the precondition is assumed to be normally true to normally false. If there are no 
applicable normalcy rules, then the truth value remains unknown. The second type of annotation 
records whether the source of the truth value was the world model or normalcy rules. Figure 
8 shows the second type of annotation generated during verification and simulation of an action. 
The annotation structure is used to make explicit record of assumptions about the presence or 
absence of objects and the structural and functional properties of such objects. This annotation 
is useful to test which assumptions remain valid after the planning environment is modified. 
The record of planning assumptions enters as a useful factor in determining which of the candidate 
solutions is “more reliable.” 
6. REPRESENTING PLAN CONSTRAINTS 
In this section we discuss issues of representing and evaluating plan constraints. We first 
discuss the limitations of using DescForms for a constraint language and propose an enhance- 
ment; the plan object facility. Next we present an example of constraint evaluation using plan 
objects. Then we propose an improvement on the plan object facility. 
During the planning process, objects and locations appearing as parameters to actions need 
to be selected. Since, for realistic problems, the initial world model may be incomplete, the 
planner is required to augment it with justifiable assumptions about the existence of objects that 
are normally available. When planning in an incompletely specified world model, it becomes 
necessary to be able to reason about and plan with partial descriptions of objects that have no 
referent in the world model (i.e. they are indefinite descriptions). We refer to such partial 
indefinite object descriptions as phantom objects[35]. 
Even if the world model is completely specified, the planner may avoid making premature 
choices on objects by expressing constraints on their selection. This requires the planner to be 
able to (i) represent objects with indefinite references as constraints, (ii) combine constraints 
when coreferences are known and (iii) evaluate economically such combined constraints. The 
use of indefinite descriptions can yield a savings in computer resources (time and space) if the 
world model contains too many candidates for object selection, or if the planning space contains 
too many solution paths (choice points). For example, if the world model contained a hundred 
instances of two-inch nails, it would be more efficient to reason with the indefinite description 
of “a two-inch nail” than to maintain the one hundred definite descriptions or candidate 
instances. The inefficiency of reasoning about individual instances is aggravated when several 
choices are interdependent; the combinatorial explosion that results needs to be contained. Since 
a constraint must be evaluated with respect to a particular solution path, the potential cost of 
the evaluation grows with the number of choice points. Hence, it becomes more efficient to 
postpone constraint evaluation and, instead, maintain the indefinite descriptions. 
When conflicting demands are made on the selection of a variable, this must be detected. 
We have to be able to distinguish between constraints not satisfied by any known instance in 
the current model of the world and acknowledging that the world model may be incomplete; 
thus, we are testing whether anq’ conceivable object can satisfy the requirement. Thus, conflict 
detection cannot rest on calculating that the candidate set of instances is empty; there must be 
a way for detecting that the constraint expressions are in conflict. The following two DescForms 
(accompanied with translations) represent inconsistent constraints which cannot be satisfied in 
any model: 
0 [(CONTAINER c (EMPTY YES) (CONTAINS (SUBSTANCE s))) (s WINE)] 
A container that is both empty and contains wine. 
0 [(PERSON p (AT (LOCATION Ll)) (AT (LOCATION L2))) (P MARY) (~1 BEDROOM-~) 
(L2 BEDROOM-l)] 
Mary is located simultaneously in the two different bedrooms. 
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DescForms provides a convenient language to express these constraints and also to express 
the field of candidate instances. This representation of constraints allows the system to determine 
when a constraint description has a nonempty set of referents in the model, as well as to 
determine when a constraint description is inconsistent and thus cannot have a referent in any 
model.? 
6.1 The coreference problem 
The major limitation to using the DescForm language (or any simple logical language) to 
represent constraints arising during the planning process is its inability to handle coreferences. 
Different constraints on the same objects are calculated at different points in the planning process. 
Two indefinite constraint descriptions of the same planning object are coreferent, even though 
the descriptions have no definite referents in the model. We have considered and rejected the 
possibility of propagating constraint descriptions down the plan tree as it grows (e.g. from a 
goal to its subgoals). 
For variables, candidate values from the bindings list could be propagated. Although the 
scheme works reasonably well for objects that have a unique referent, it does not work in 
general. For example, for descriptions representing phantom objects, the set of candidate in- 
stances is empty. and thus the constraints on it cannot be passed in the form of candidate 
instances. The same problem arises when a constraint description is purposely left unevaluated 
because the set of references is too large (making the evaluation uneconomical). 
Since variable names (in a DescForm) are only place holders, they have no global meaning. 
It often happens that conjunctive subgoals are treated as if they were independent, and thus 
their solutions are developed on different branches of the plan tree. In this case neither method 
of propagation (descriptions or variable bindings) will be adequate in communicating the core- 
ferents throughout the plan tree. Hence, some additional mechanism is needed for indicating 
which variables stand for what roles in the plan. 
6.2 Plan object instances 
The enhancement hat addresses the above problem with DescForms is the introduction of 
plan object (POBJ) instances, which approximate the idea of “roles.” POBJ instances provide 
an additional level of indirectness between the object (and action) descriptions in the plan tree 
and candidate instances in the world model. POBJ instances allow both “real” and phantom 
objects to be treated in a uniform manner. They also aid the constraint propagation and satis- 
faction process by systematically naming the roles of objects in a plan. 
Each DescForm in the plan tree contains a bindings list that uniquely maps every variable 
in the description to a POBJ instance. Hence, whether an object is “real” or phantom, its 
identity is propagated as the tree grows. Even in the troublesome case (mentioned above) of 
conjunctive subgoals treated independently, the coreferents are communicated. A POBJ instance 
is associated with a set of candidate instances; this set is called the WM-reference. A POBJ 
with an empty set of instances is easily recognized as a phantom object. [Appendix 1 shows a 
plan solution using POBJ instances, and Appendix 2 shows some nodes in the plan tree using 
POBJs.] 
6.3 Construint evdutrtion 
When a constraint DescForm is evaluated, the WM-reference associated with each POBJ 
in the bindings list is used (as the variable’s binding). The evaluation is carried out with respect 
to the current state of the world model. As a result of the constraint evaluation, the WM- 
references of POBJs may be filtered (i.e. some of the candidates are eliminated). Figure 9 is 
an example illustrating two successive constraint evaluations in which the two constraint DescForms 
are related by a common POBJ. As can be seen in the example, the constraint evaluation need 
only be performed on one local constraint DescForm, rather than on the group of all constraint 
DescForms in the plan tree that constrain the same object(s). Furthermore, the method of 
evaluation assures that the WM-references reflect the combination of all local constraints as- 
sociated with the various occurrences of the plan object in the plan tree (since all local constraints 
on a given object reference the same POBJ). Merely updating the WM-references of just those 
:-WC have implemented a procedure, BLEND, which can “blend” (merge) constraint DescForms on the same 
object to produce one constraint DeacForm. This procedure can also detect when the resulting description is incon- 
sihtcn-i.e. contains contradictory constraints. 
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Fig. 9. Example of constraint evaluation 
POBJs occurring in the local constraint DescForm serves the function of propagating the results 
to all related constraints in the plan tree. 
6.4 Extending the plan object facility 
The POBJ facility yielded a significant improvement in the power of the planning system; 
however, the planner still ran into trouble in certain types of planning environments. Now the 
plan objects refer to candidate instances, but the local constraint expressions are scattered 
throughout the plan tree. For a number of reasons we need to be able (given the POBJ name) 
to access the entire set of constraint descriptions associated with the given plan object. We 
suggest a few of these reasons. First, the constraints are evaluated in the world model provided 
as input to the planner. During the course of planning, an action might be simulated, thereby 
deriving a changed world model in which the remaining actions will be executed. Some of the 
POBJ references may need to be reevaluated. Similarly, if a new object instance is introduced, 
we need to be able to evaluate if this new instance could fulfill the role of any of the plan 
objects. Furthermore, during plan execution, a discrepancy may be detected (by the execution 
monitor) between the actual state of the world and the state description used during plan 
formation. 
We augment the POBJ facility with cross indexing, which associates each POBJ with all 
the nodes in the plan tree that mention it. This makes it convenient to collect all the descriptions 
in a plan that constrain a given POBJ.? 
7. KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION 
Knowledge organization becomes necessary when planning in large, realistic domains. The 
system must have efficient indexing and retrieval of its knowledge, so that a large knowledge 
base is not a liability to the process; hence, irrelevant knowledge should be bypassed (i.e. not 
even considered) during retrieval (or other knowledge processes). In order to focus on only 
relevant knowledge, an attention-focusing mechanism must use some organizing principle. 
To compensate somewhat for an incomplete knowledge base, we want knowledge to be 
tThe descriptions can also serve as annotation of a decision to filter the WM-candidates. These annotations can 
then be used in other modules of the planner (e.g. plan critics or plan reviser). 
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inherited from the general case to the special case. This suggests that “specialization/gener- 
alization” links be part of the organization. 
The type of reasoning that a planning system often needs to perform involves consideration 
of a set of descriptions that represent the same type of knowledge. Furthermore, planning 
modules may be able to save effort if they handled sets of similar descriptions together by 
accessing relevant knowledge once in common (e.g. the summarization module could very well 
use this). Hence, for efficient retrieval we want knowledge of the same type to be grouped 
together, and within a partition of one type of knowledge we want similar descriptions to be 
stored together. For efficient storage, redundant knowledge should not be repeated unnecessarily; 
thus we need a test for equality of descriptions during assimilation of new knowledge. 
The use of AK0 links between concept nodes, common in representation languages, only 
hooks together nodes that are introduced at the time the knowledge of the domain is initially 
introduced to the system. If we wish to organize action descriptions and object constraints that 
arise dynamically during planning, we need a mechanism to “recognize” the specialization/ 
generalization relation. Thus, we need a knowledge organization principle that provides for 
some degree of “self-structuring.” 
In this section we present an organizational mechanism for descriptions, the DSpace, that 
satisfies the above needs. We first define DSpaces and their operation in general and then their 
use within PLANXlO-D. PLANXlO-D uses DSpaces for two types of knowledge: the back- 
ground world knowledge (Section 7.3), and the knowledge gathered during the planning process 
(Section 7.4). 
7.1 Definition of DSpaces 
A DSpace is a set of DSNodes, each representing a description, structured by relations of 
specificity and equivalence. Figure 10 defines the specificity relation more-specific-than (mst) 
by listing the ways to make a description more specific, and it illustrates an example of each 
of these “specificity dimensions.” Two descriptions in the space can be related in one of three 
ways: (i) one is more specific than the other; or (ii) one is equally as specific as the other; or 
(iii) they are noncomparable. Description A is more specific than description B if the class of 
(object or action) instances defined by description A is a subset of the instances defined by 
description B. Descriptions A and B are noncomparable if the set of instances defined by 
description A is neither a subset nor a superset of the set of instances defined by B. Figure 11 
is an example showing a small fragment of the partial order, which includes two descriptions 
that are noncomparable. 
7.2 Operations on DSpaces 
The specificity and equivalence relationships are effectively computable from the descrip- 
tions. We have implemented efficient algorithms/’ to effect the necessary changes to the structure 
of the DSpace upon insertion of a description. We say the DSpace is “self-structuring,” meaning 
that when the updating algorithm is given only the description to be inserted, it computes the 
A description can he made more specific by: 
1. Using a more specific class name (based on AK0 structure) 
(GLASS 0) MST (MOVABLE-OBI 0) 
2. Using a constant rather than a variable 
(SUBSTANCE WATER) MST (SUBSTANCES) 
3. By adding more relational restrictions 
(BOTTLE B (HELDBY (PERSON P))) MST (BOYLE B) 
4. By recursively specializing an embedded description 
(PERSON P (INHAND (BOTTLE B))) MST 
(PERSON P (INHAND (CONTAINER B))) 
5. By using a repeated variable name rather than a distinct variable name 
(PERSON P (INHAND (MOVABLE-• BI 0 (OWNEDBY (PERSON P))))) MST 
(PERSON P (INHAND (MOVABLE-0~1 0 (OWNEDBY (PERSON 0))))) 
Fig. IO. Definition and examples of the specificity relation: MST. 
?Thc algorithms use d hash table index. The definition of the hash index is based on the description specificity 
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(DFWK G (AGENT (PERSON Cl))) 
I I 
(DRINK D (AOENT (PERSON P) 
(DRINK 0 
(AGENT (PERSON P)) 
@RINK D 
(AGENT (PERSON P)) 
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(DRINK D 
(AGENT (PERSON P (TYPE FEMALE)) 
(FROM (GLASS G)) 
(OF (SUBSTANCE WATER)))) 
Fig. I 1. Partial order example. 
nodes of the DSpace to which links are to be added. Inheritance links between nodes is a popular 
device in various knowledge representation languages; however, the links are static and/or user- 
specified (i.e. not dynamically computable based only on the contents of the nodes). Hence, 
the DSpace is an extension of such inheritance mechanisms because of the self-structuring nature 
of this space, The following are the types of operations that can be done on DSpaces: 
l Insert a given node into a DSpace 
l Delete a given node from a DSpace 
l Determine if a given node already exists in a DSpace 
l Determine what nodes in a DSpace are equivalent to a given node 
l Determine what nodes in a DSpace are the most specific generalization of a given node 
l Determine what nodes in a DSpace are the most general specializations of a given node 
The following two subsections describe how DSpaces are used within PLANXIO-D. 
7.3 Organizing world knowledge 
We organize each rule set as a DSpace to ensure that increased knowledge is not a liability 
to the planning process. The partial order of the rules is defined by the specificity of the 
applicability test descriptions. This organization helps avoid irrelevant searching and matching 
(because of the hashing scheme) and provides economy of expression through inheritance. 
Organizing the rules by inheritance also lessens the problem of updating rules economically. 
The incompleteness of the knowledge base is partially compensated by the inheritance 
structure. If the action knowledge does not contain specific rules for achieving a given goal, a 
skeletal plan (or a plan at a higher abstraction level) can often be generated by using more 
general rules that achieve a generalization of the given goal. 
7.4 Organizing knowledge gathered during planning 
The planning modules communicate with each other and share knowledge structures. Hence, 
a uniform mechanism to interface the modules is needed to facilitate communication. Three 
examples follow that suggest another purpose to be fulfilled by the knowledge organization 
structure. 
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1. The resource allocation module may prefer to consider demands for sets of similar 
resources together. 
2. Plan summarization clearly could group together (i) actions on similar objects (“filled 
up all three containers”), (ii) similar actions (“put away all the instruments”), or (ii) all actions 
on a given object (“washed, dried, and put away the wine glass”). 
3. If, during execution monitoring of the plan, an object is picked up by the actor, all 
actions (in the unexecuted part of the plan) in which this object participates need to be added 
to the set of candidate actions that might be observed next.+ 
Planning modules benefit from coordinated presentation of actions and objects with equal 
or similar descriptions. To satisfy the needs illustrated above, the descriptions arising during 
the planning process are structured with the DSpace mechanism. The equivalence relations 
permit associative access of POBJs by their descriptions. The DSpace thus serves as an “as- 
sociative memory” for plan structures. Four types of DSpaces useful for reasoning about objects, 
actions, and plans are proposed below. The difference between these DSpaces is the type of 
descriptions in the space, while the ordering and equivalence relations are the same. Each 
DSpace pulls relevant parts of the plan together in ways other than the goal-subgoal structure, 
SO that other modules of the planner, such as the critics or the summarizer, can work effectively. 
The DSpaces thus play a key role of coordination of the overall planning process. 
One useful distinction to make is between descriptions of objects and actions. We separate 
the space of object descriptions into two DSpaces. One object DSpace contains descriptions of 
the features of (or constraints on) objects: e.g. u long Phillips screwdriver. The other object 
DSpace contains descriptions of the roles objects play in actions, e.g. the screwdriver used to 
hummer in un INSERT action. This second DSpace serves to impose the functional point of 
view over objects and locations as described in Section 2. 
The space of action descriptions is also divided into two DSpaces. One action DSpace 
contains descriptions of the case relations of an action, e.g., a CARRY action, by Mary, of a 
screwdriver from the basement o the bedroom. The other action DSpace contains descriptions 
of the interrelations between actions in a plan. These interrelations include the following causal 
and order relations: 
l An action X enables an action Y if the goal that action X uchieves satisfies a precondition 
of action Y. 
l An action X supports an action Y if one of the side effects (i.e. an outcome other than 
the primary goal) of action X satisfies a precondition of action Y. 
l An action Y cunnot immediately follow an action X if a precondition of action Y conflicts 
with an outcome of action X. 
l An action Y cannot occur between action X and action Z if the goal achieved by action 
X is one of the preconditions of action Z, and if this goal conflicts with either a precondition 
or an outcome of action Y. 
An example of a description in this second action DSpace is u TAKE action of a movuble 
object from the refrigerutor cunnot immediutely follow a CLOSE uction of the refrigerutor’s 
door. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this concluding section we first summarize the PLANXlO-D system and then highlight 
some of our research contributions. 
8.1 PLANXIO-D summary 
We have developed a modular (cf. [5]) planning system, PLANXlO-D, by combining our 
psychological studies of human planning as well as our engineering concern for dealing with 
large and realistic task domains. PLANXlO-D is implemented in ELISP, an extended addressing 
(23-bit) LISP system running on a DEC-20, using the representation and inference facilities of 
AIMDS]36]. In the following paragraphs we briefly characterize PLANXlO-D and mention 
research related to each characteristic. 
tThis set of candidate expectations serves to focus the monitoring process. 
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l PLANXlO-D is interactive (cf. [ 181). It develops an explicit search tree containing many 
alternative developments of the solutions, annotated with options, decisions, and justifications, 
leading to effective user interaction during the search. 
l PLANXlO-D is rule bused (cf. [37]). It accesses several rule sets to get its knowledge 
of the task domain. The rule sets have a uniform structure and use a declarative format made 
of descriptions. Thus to use PLANXlO-D in a new domain, no new programming is called for; 
only declarative specification of task-domain knowledge in the form of rule sets needs to be 
written down and tested interactively. 
l PLANXlO-D can make assumptions (cf. [38]). It allows, in the form of rule sets, the 
specification of what is normally true or normally false. Thus, using the rule sets of the domain 
to make assumptions, it can solve a problem in a given domain even if the problem specification 
is incomplete. This eases the task of problem specification within a domain. 
l PLANX 10-D makes annotations (cf. [39]). It records all the planning decisions it makes 
and retains a reference to the rule set, the specific rule, and the facts in the data base that 
contributed to that decision. Decision alternatives are also recorded in the solution tree. An- 
notations save the information necessary to revise the plan to meet changing demands. 
l PLANX 10-D can postpone certain decisions (cf. [ 181). It constructs its solution tree with 
nodes that contain action descriptions. These action descriptions allow all its parameters to be 
partially specified. As the planning process makes progress, it collects constraints on the 
parameters. Constraint verification and propagation allow forming of plans at an appropriate 
level of generality. 
l PLANXlO-D uses structured description spaces, called DSpaces, to organize its knowl- 
edge (cf. [40]). By utilizing separate DSpaces for different modules of the planner, we allow 
each module to organize knowledge locally for its most effective utilization. At the same time, 
since the structure of the spaces is uniform and the nodes in each space are made of description 
forms, modules can communicate with one another via their DSpaces. 
8.2 Reseurch contributions 
The design of the planner makes several novel contributions. The structure of plans de- 
veloped includes three components: the preparatory component, which achieves subgoals 
common to several actions of the main plan (lighting a candle and carrying it while going down 
to the basement); the goal-directed component, which is familiar from other planning systems 
(going down to the basement and flipping the circuit breaker); the normative component, 
which takes care of norms of the setting by suitably reversing side effects caused by actions in 
the plans (closing boxes, blowing out matches that were lit, bringing back the candle that was 
carried down). The goal types include goals to achieve as well as goals to maintain. 
PLANXlO-D is an interactive planning system with a modular architecture. The modules 
we have included are (see Fig. 5) plan generator, plan summarizer, plan critics, plan reviser, 
action simulator, and execution monitor, along with an interactive user interface. The annotated 
plan representation created by the plan generator supplies the necessary information about the 
planning decisions and the interdependencies among them to aid the other modules. 
All knowledge, both the initial knowledge given to the system about actions and objects, 
as well as knowledge about the plan that is being constructed, is stored in a uniform description 
formalism. This permits modular construction of the planner. The various modules use descrip- 
tions stored in description spaces for communication. 
The description spaces are automatically structured to introduce specialization/generali- 
zation links and to recognize equivalence among descriptions. There are four such spaces 
providing four useful perspectives on the descriptions produced during planning: object features, 
object roles and interrelations, action features, and action roles and interrelations. Each DSpace 
serves two purposes. First, indexing all the nodes of the solution tree by these descriptions aids 
in the critiquing of the solutions as well as in verification of constraints. Second, structuring 
the set of descriptions using the specificity relationship aids in the plan revision process by 
suggesting suitable generalizations or specializations of object and action choices. The descrip- 
tions introduced into plans can be definite or indefinite descriptions. Indefinite descriptions are 
essential for effective handling of incomplete world models lacking a needed referent object 
and also world models containing too many referent objects. 
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Knowledge is supplied to the planner to customize it for a particular application. This 
knowledge is encoded into rules built out of the same description formalism. This application 
knowledge is organized into six rule sets, each of which is structured into a description space 
based on its applicability test. This allows the system to retrieve applicable knowledge using 
inheritance from more generally applicable rules. 
All of these contributions pave the way for a general customizable planner that can operate 
effectively in large realistic task domains. 
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APPENDIX 1. PLANXlO-D SOLUTION GRAPH 
In this appendix we display the partially ordered solution graph to the goal of hanging a painting on a bedroom 
wall. The solution graph is composed of PlanNodes, each of which achieves a goal by an action; an English translation 
of each PlanNode is included. The PlanNodes are partially ordered by the ENABLE relation of the actions, which was 
defined in Section 7.4. Following the list of the 17 PlanNodes, we illustrate their partial order structure. 
The following solution graph has not been linearized into an execution sequence of actions, and it was constructed 
without performing any action simulation. The set of executed actions that achieve the top-level goal could differ in 
two ways from the set of actions represented in the solution graph: (i) some of the actions in the solution graph might 
become unnecessary; and (ii) some of the action parameters (i.e. the objects participating in the action) occurring in 
the solution graph might have to be changed. Each subgoal encountered that was not true in the initial world model 
(nor could be assumed to be true) added an action to the solution graph, and each action parameter was selected based 
on the initial world model; hence, during execution (or simulation), the outcomes of an action might fulfill the purpose(s) 
of other actions, thus making them unnecessary. Also, the parameter (object) selection for an action has to be retested 
against the world model state in which the action is to be executed, because the difference between the current state 
and the initial state of the world model might be crucial to the selection decision. 
The object bindings are represented with POBJs; the following defines to which object or set of objects in the 
world model each POBJ refers. The POBJs that have a phantom reference have no definite binding in the world model, 
but refer to a class name (in quotes, e.g. “nails”). The reason for this is that the set of instances of the class is too 
large to retrieve and reason about each instance, and the planner makes the assumption that the particular instance 
chosen will not affect the plan: i.e. the differences among the instances are not important with respect to the plan (e.g. 
in this plan any nail will serve the purpose(s) of POBW). 
Plan Object WM Reference Phantom Reference 
Pobj 1 
Pobj2 
Pobj3 
Pobj4 
Pobj5 
Pobj6 
Pobj7 
Pobj8 
painting3 
bedroom-wall 1 
mary 
kitchen 1 
basement 1 
“nails” 
“string” 
“hammers” 
{; Plan-l achieves the goal of having painting3 hung at bedroom-wal!l (which is the top-level goal) via the 
action of Mary hanging painting3 on a nail at bedroom-wall1 .) 
PLAN Plan- 1 
P : ACHIEVES Goal- 1 
(MOVE-OBJ 0 (HUNGAT (PLACE L))) 
((0 Pobjl) (L Pobj2)) 
P: PLANOF Action-l 
(HAND X (ON (MOVE-OBJ N)) (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) 
(AT (PLACE L)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X hang-l) (N Pobj4) (0 Pobjl) (L Pobj2) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-2 achieves the goal of having a nail inserted at bedroom-wall1 (which is a precondition of action Hang- 
1) via the action of Mary nailing a nail into bedroom-wall1 using a hammer.} 
PLAN Plan-2 
P:ENABLES Plan-l 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-6 
(MOVE-OBJ N (INSERTEDAT (PLACE L))) 
((L Pobj2) (N Pobj4)) 
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P: PLANOF Action-3 
(NAIL X (USING (MOVE-OBJ H)) (WITH (MOVE-OBJ N)) 
(INSERTAT (PLACE L)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X nail-l) (H Pobj7) (L Pobj2) (N Pobj4) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-3 achieves the goal of having painting3 strung (which is a precondition of action Hang-l) via the action 
of Mary stringing painting3 at kitchen1 with a piece of string.} 
PLAN Plan-3 
P: ENABLES Plan- 1 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-5 
(MOVE-OBJ 0 (STRUNG YES)) 
((0 Pobjl)) 
P: PLANOF Action-4 
(STRING X (AT (PLACE L)) (WITH (MOVE-OBJ S)) 
(OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X string-l) (L Pobj5) (S Pobj6) (0 Pobjl) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-4 achieves the goal of having painting3 at bedroom-wall1 (which is a precondition of action Hang-l) 
via the action of Mary carrying picture3 from kitchen1 to bedroom-wall1 .} 
PLAN Plan-4 
P: ENABLES Plan- 1 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-4 
(MOVE-OBJ 0 (AT (PLACE L))) 
((L Pobj2) (0 Pobjl)) 
P: PLANOF Action-5 
(CARRY X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (OF MOVE-OBJ 0)) 
(TO (PLACE L2)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X carry-l) (Ll PobjS) (0 Pobjl) (L2 Pobj2) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-5 achieves the goal of Mar?, having painting3 inhand (which is a precondition of action Hang-l) via 
the action of Mary taking picture3 from kitchen1 .} 
PLAN Plan-5 
P: ENABLES Plan-l 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-3 
(PERSON P (INHAND 0)) 
((0 Pobjl) (P Pobj3) 
P: PLANOF Action-6 
(TAKE X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X take-l) (Ll Pobj5) (0 Pobjl) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-6 achieves the goal of Mary being at bedroom-wall1 (which is a precondition of action Hang-l) via the 
action of Mary walking from kitchen1 to bedroom-wall1 .} 
PLAN Plan-6 
P: ENABLES Plan-l 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-2 
(PERSON P (AT (PLACE L))) 
((L Pobj2) (P Pobj3)) 
P: PPLANOF Action-7 
(WALK X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (TO (PLACE L2)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X walk-l) (Ll Pobj5) (L2 Pobj2) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-7 achieves the goal qf having a hammer at bedroom-wall1 (which is a precondition qf action Nail-l) 
via the action of Mary cartying a hammer from basement 1 to bedroom-wall1 .} 
PLAN Plan-7 
P: ENABLES Plan-2 
P:ACHIEVES Goal-10 
(MOVE-OBJ H (AT (PLACE L))) 
((L Pobj2) (H Pobj7)) 
P : PLANOF Action- 13 
(CARRY X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) 
(TO (PLACE L2)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X carry%) (LI Pobj8) (0 Pobj7) (L2 Pobj2) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-8 achieves the goal of Mary having a hammer inhand (which is a precondition of action Nail-l) via the 
action of May taking a hammer from basement1 .} 
PLAN Plan-8 
P: ENABLES Plan-2 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-9 
(PERSON P (INHAND (MOVE-OBJ H))) 
((H Pobj7) (P Pobj3)) 
P: PLANOF Action- 14 
(TAKE X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X take-2) (Ll Pobj8) (0 Pobj7) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-9 achieves the goal of Mary being at bedroom-wall1 (which is a precondition of action Nail-l) via the 
action of Mary walking from kitchen1 to bedroom-wall1 .} 
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PLAN Plan-9 
P: ENABLES Plan-2 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-8 
(PERSON P (AT (PLACE L))) 
((L Pobj2) (P Pobj3)) 
P: PLANOF Action- 15 
(WALK X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (TO (PLACE L2)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X walk-2) (Ll Pobj5) (L2 Pobj2) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-10 achieves the goal of Mar? having a nail inhand (which is a precondition of action Nail-1 1 via the 
action of Mary taking a nail from basement1 .} 
PLAN Plan-10 
P: ENABLES Plan-2 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-7 
(PERSON P (INHAND (MOVE-OBJ N))) 
((N Pobj4) (P Pobj3)) 
P:PLANOF Action-16 
(TAKE X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X take-4) (LI Pobj5) (0 Pobj6) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-l 1 achieves the goal of Mary having a piece of string inhand (which is a precondition of ac,tion String- 
I) via the action of May taking a piece qf string from kitchen1 .} 
PLAN Plan- I 1 
P: ENABLES Plan-3 
P: ACHIEVES Goal- 11 
(PERSON P (INHAND (MOVE-OBJ S))) 
((S Pobj6) (P Pobj3)) 
P:PLANOF Action-17 
(TAKE X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X take-4) (LI Pobj5) (0 Pobj6) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-12 achieves the goal of Mary having picture3 inhand (which is a precondition of action Carry-l) via 
the action of taking picture3 from kitchen1 .} 
PLAN Plan- 12 
P: ENABLES Plan-4 
P: ACHIEVES Goal- 15 
(PERSON P (INHAND (MOVE-OBJ 0))) 
((0 Pobj7) (P Pobj3)) 
P: PLANOF Action- I8 
(TAKE X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X take-5) (LI Pobj5) (0 Pobjl) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan- 13 achieves the goal of Mary being at basement1 (which is u precondition qf action Carry2) via the 
action of Mary walking from kitchen1 to basement1 .} 
PLAN Plan-13 
P: ENABLES Plan-7 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-22 
(PERSON P (AT (PLACE LI ))) 
((Ll Pobj8) (P Pobj3)) 
P: PLANOF Action-25 
(WALK X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (TO (PLACE L2)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X walk-3) (Ll Pobj5) (L2 Pobj8) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-14 achieves the goal of Mary having a hammer inhand (which is a precondition of action Carry-2) via 
the action of Mary taking a hammer.from basement1 .)
PLAN Plan- 14 
P: ENABLES Plan-7 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-21 
(PERSON P (INHAND (MOVE-OBJ 0))) 
((0 Pobj7) (P Pobj3)) 
P: PLANOF Action-26 
(TAKE X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X take-6) (Ll Pobj8) (0 Pobj7) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-15 achieves the goal of Mary being at basement1 (which is a precondition of action Take-d) via the 
action of Mary walking from kitchen1 to basement1 .} 
PLAN Plan- 15 
P: ENABLES Plan-8 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-24 
(PERSON P (AT (PLACE L))) 
((L Pobj8) (P Pobj3)) 
P: PLANOF Action-27 
(WALK X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (TO (PLACE L2)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X walk-4) (Ll PobjS) (L2 Pobj8) (A Pobj3)) 
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{: Plan-16 achieves the goal of Ma? being ut basement1 (which is a precondition qf action Take-3) viu the 
action of Mary walking from kitchen1 to basement1 .} 
PLAN Plan- 16 
P: ENABLES Plan- 10 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-27 
(PERSON P (AT (PLACE L))) 
((L Pobj8) (P Pobj3)) 
P: PLANOF Action-28 
(WALK X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (TO (PLACE L2)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X walk-5) (LI Pobj5) (L2 Pobj8) (A Pobj3)) 
{; Plan-17 achieves the goal of Mary being ut basement1 (which is a precondition of action Take-6) via the 
action of Mary walking from kitchen1 to basement1 .} 
PLAN Plan-17 
P: ENABLES Plan-14 
P: ACHIEVES Goal-34 
(PERSON P (AT (PLACE L))) 
((L Pobj8) (P Pobj3)) 
P: PLANOF Action-33 
(WALK X (FROM (PLACE Ll)) (TO (PLACE L2)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X walk-6) (Ll Pobj5) (L2 Pobj8) (A Pobj3)) 
APPENDIX 2. PLANX IO-D PLAN REPRESENTATION 
This appendix illustrates a small portion of the annotated plan structure generated by PLANXIO-D. The examples 
are again from the plan generated for the hanging-picture goal, and the object bindings are represented by POBJs. 
Included is an example of each of the three types of nodes (GoalNode, ActNode, and ActionNode). 
Plan Object 
Pobj I 
Pobj2 
Pobj3 
Pobj4 
WM Reference 
painting3 
bedroom-wall 1 
mary 
Phantom Reference 
“nails” 
GOALNODE GoalNode- I 
{; Painting3 hung at bedroom-walll.} 
DESCF (MOVE-OBJ 0 (HUNGAT (PLACE L))) 
((0 Pobjl) (L Pobj2)) 
G:GOALDPTH 0 {; Indicates subgoal level; this node is the top-level goal.} 
N:CONDITION Open {; Open condition indicates an “active” node.} 
N : ORLINK 
N:ANDLINK ActNode- 1 
N : LASTOP Select-Act 
ACTNODE ActNode- I 
{; Hanging of painting3 at bedroom-wall1 by Map.} 
DESCF (HAND X (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AT (PLACE L)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X Hang-l) (A Pobj3) (L Pobj2) (0 Pobjl)) 
N : RULENOTE GoalRules ActSelect 
{; To achieve having a movable object hung at a pluce, 
use the act of a person hanging the object at the place.) 
((MOVE-OBJ 0 (HUNGAT (PLACE L))) 
T 
(HANG X (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AT (PLACE L)) (AGENT (PERSON A)))) 
N : CONDITION Open 
N : PARENT GoalNode- 1 
N : ORLINK 
N: ANDLINK ActNode- 
N:CREATEDBY Select-Act 
N: LASTOP Customize-Act 
ACTNODE ActNode- 
{; Hanging of painting3 on a nail at bedroom-wall1 by Mary.} 
DESCF (HANG X (ON (MOVE-OBJ N)) (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) 
(AT (PLACE L)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X Hang-l) (N Pobj4) (0 Pobjl) (L Pobj2) (A Pobj3)) 
N : RULENOTE GoalRules ActSelect 
{; One recommended way to hang a movable object. if nails 
are available, is to hang it on a nail.} 
((HANG X (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0))) 
((MOVE-OBJ N (TYPE NAIL))) 
(HANG X (ON (MOVE-OBJ N)))) 
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Hang-1 
/dplF?-l 
string-1 Take-l 
Plan-3 Plan-5 
Nail-l 
Pm-2 
Walk-l 
Plm-6 
carry-1 
Pl_4 
/ A\\\ 
Take-4 
Plan-11 
Take-2 
Plan-8 
carry-2 
Pm-7 
Walk-2 
Plan-9 
Take-3 
Pm-10 
Take-5 
Plan-12 
walk-a Walk-3 T&e-6 Walk-5 
Plan-15 Plan-13 Plan-16 
Walk-6 
PM-17 
Fig. 12. Enablement graph of solution. 
N : CONDITION Open 
N : PARENT ActNode- I 
N: ORLINK 
N : ANDLJNK ActionNode- I 
N : CREATEDBY Customize-Act 
N: LASTOP Create-Action 
ACTIONNODE ActionNode- 
{; Hanging of painting3 on a nail at bedroom-wall1 by Mary.} 
DESCF (HANG X (ON (MOVE-OBJ N)) (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) 
(AT (PLACE L)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
((X HANG-J) (N Pobj4) (0 Pobjl) (L Pobj2) (A Pobj3)) 
N : CONDITION Open 
N : PARENT ActionNode- I 
N : ORLJNK 
N : ANDLINK 
GoalNode- GoalNode- GoalNode- GoalNode- GoalNode- 
N: CREATEDBY Verify-Preconditions 
N: LASTOP Create-Subgoals 
A : OUTCOMES 
{; Painting3 hung at bedroom-wall1 .} 
DESCF (MOVE-OBJ 0 (HLJNGAT (PLACE L))) 
((L Pobj2) (0 Pobjl)) 
RULENOTE ActRules Outcomes 
((HANG X (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AT (PLACE L))) 
T 
(MOVE-OBJ 0 (HUNGAT (PLACE L)))) 
{; Painting3 on a nail.} 
DESCF (MOVE-OBJ 0 (ON (MOVE-OBJ N))) 
((N Pobj4) (0 PobjJ)) 
RULENOTE ActRules Outcomes 
((HANG X (ON (MOVE-OBJ N)) (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0))) 
~MovE-0BJ 0 (ON (MOVE-OBJ N)))) 
{; Mary does not have painting3 in hand.} 
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DESCF (PERSON P (NOT-INHAND (MOVE-OBJ 0))) 
((0 Pobjl) (P Pobj3)) 
RULENOTE ActRules Outcomes 
((HANG X (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
:PERSON P (NOT-INHAND (MOVE-• BJ 0)))) 
A: PRECONDITIONS 
(; Ma? is at bedroom-wall1 .} 
DESF (PERSON P (AT (PLACE L))) 
((L Pobj2) (P Pobj3)) 
RULENOTE ActRules Preconditions 
((HANG X (AT (PLACE L)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
T 
(PERSON P (AT (PLACE L)))) 
A:TYPE F {; Precondition is false in state SI (initial state).} 
SUPPORTNOTE 
S:STATE Sl 
S : SOURCE World-Model 
{; Mary has painting3 in hand.} 
DESCF (PERSON P (INHAND 0)) 
((0 Pobjl) (P Pobj3) 
RULENOTE ActRules Preconditions 
((HANG X (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AGENT (PERSON A))) 
T 
PERSON P (INHAND 0))) 
A:TYPE Q {; Unknown. in state Sl. K*hethrr precondition is true or false.} 
SUPPORTNOTE 
S:STATE Sl 
S : SOURCE World-Model 
{; Painting 3 is at bedroom-wall1 .} 
DESCF (MOVE-OBJ 0 (AT (PLACE L))) 
((L Pobj2) (0 Pobj I )) 
RULENOTE ActRules Preconditions 
((HANG X (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0)) (AT (PLACE L))) 
T 
(MOVE-OBJ 0 (AT (PLACE L)))) 
A:TYPE F {; Precondition is false in state SI.} 
SUPPORTNOTE 
S:STATE Sl 
S : SOURCE World-Model 
{; Picture3 is strung.) 
DESCF (MOVE-OBJ 0 (STRUNG YES)) 
((0 PobjI)) 
RULENOTE ActRules Preconditions 
((HANG X (OF (MOVE-OBJ 0))) 
T 
(MOVE-OBJ 0 (STRUNG YES))) 
A:TYPE Q {; Unknown, in state SI. whether precondition is true or,false.) 
SUPPORTNOTE 
S:STATE Sl 
S : SOURCE World-Model 
(; A nail is inserted at bedroom-wall1 .) 
DESCF (MOVE-OBJ N (INSERTEDAT (PLACE L))) 
((L Pobj2) (N Pobj4)) 
RULENOTE ActRules Preconditions 
((HANG X (ON (MOVE-OBJ N)) (AT (PLACE L))) 
T 
(MOVE-OBJ N (INSERTEDAT (PLACE L)))) 
A:TYPE Q {; Unknown, in state Sl, whether precondition is true or false.) 
SUPPORTNOTE 
S:STATE Sl 
S : SOURCE World-Model 
